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Introduction 

While sorting through old material stored on ancient floppy disks, I 

discovered these five short folklore articles I submitted to The Chronicle of the 

Horse in 1991. Rereading them made me smile. It seems a waste not to share 

them, so here they are. Enjoy! 
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Out of the Mouths of Babes 
 

Saunder’s Comprehensive Veterinary Dictionary; Second Edition defines 

hippomanes (hih-poh-MAH-neez; from Greek, meaning “horse, crazy”) as a 

“small (up to 1.5” thick and 8” diameter), circular, flat smooth body found in 

allantoic fluids, esp. in mares and cows. Called foal’s bread or foal’s tongue. On 

cut section they are semi-solid, homoneous, amber-colored”. 

Not all are amber-colored, though. Hippomanes (the plural of hippomanes is 

also hippomanes) range in color from chalky gray to yellowish to darkest brown. 

They are shaped like thick, oval pancakes--soft, spongy, and rubbery to touch. 



Hippomanes can be 4-6” long, 3-4” wide, and 1-1 1/2” thick. No two are alike; 

even twins’ hippomanes can be different sizes and different colors. 

Prior to birth, a foal’s hippomanes free-floats in a sea of allantoic fluid, the 

watery liquid that fills the outer sac of his placenta. The hippomanes will be 

ejected when his dam’s water ruptures or it might be found nestled in his 

placental membranes after birth--if he has one, and he probably does 

And its function? No one knows. Modern sources voice varying opinions, but 

most agree that a hippomanes is composed of cellular debris: probably shed 

endometrial cups that fuse together forming a liver-like mass that gets crushed 

between the developing fetus and his dam’s uterine wall. Whatever, hippomanes 

are essentially spare parts found in 90 percent of all equine afterbirth 

membranes. 

Folks throughout the ages have struggled to explain this strange, mysterious 

mass of cells. 

Two thousand years ago the Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder wrote, “A love 

poison called the horse frenzy is found in the forehead of horses at birth, the size 

of a dried fig, black in color”. He explains that the mare eats the ‘horse frenzy’ 

and if anyone steals it, she will refuse to suckle her foal. Furthermore, the thief 

will “descend into madness”. 

Pliny derived his ideas from Aelianus, a Greek author who penned this 

amazing passage in 22 C.E.: “When a mare gives birth, some say that a small 

piece of flesh is attached to the foal’s forehead, others say to its loin, others 

again to its genitals. This piece the Mare bites off and destroys; and it is called 

‘Mare’s frenzy’. It is because Nature has pity and compassion on horses that this 

occurs, for had this continued to be attached always to the foal, both horses and 

mares would be inflamed with passion for uncontrolled mating. This may, if you 

like, be a gift bestowed by Poseidon or Athena, the god and goddess of horses, 

upon these animals to ensure that their race is perpetuated and does not perish 

through an insane indulgence. Now those who tend horses are fully aware of this 

and if they chance to need the aforesaid piece of flesh with the design of kindling 

the fires of Love in some person, they watch a pregnant Mare...Any man who as 



a result of some plot tastes of that piece of flesh becomes possessed and 

consumed by an incontinent desire and cries aloud, and cannot be controlled 

from going after the ugliest of boys and grown women of repellent aspects. And 

he proclaims his affliction and tells those whom he meets how he is being driven 

mad. And his body wastes away and his mind is agitated by erotic frenzy”. 

Aelianus goes on to say, “I have heard also this story of the bronze mare at 

Olympia: horses fall madly in love with it and long to mount it, and at the sight of 

it neigh amorously. Hidden away in the charmed bronze it contains the 

treacherous Mare’s frenzy, and through some secret contrivance of the artist the 

bronze works against living animals”. 

Old ideas die hard. Throughout Europe during the Middle Ages, dried, 

powdered ‘horse love’ was peddled as a potent aphrodisiac. 

Well into the twentieth century, British horsemen believed an unborn foal 

carried his hippomanes in his mouth and that its function was to shape his 

tongue. George Ewart Evans (writing in The Horse in the Furrow; 1960) says 

“The colt-milt or melt is a small, oval-shaped lump of fibrous matter like the 

spleen (milt is in fact another, older word for spleen). It lies at the back of the 

colt’s tongue when it is in the mare’s womb”. He informs us that old-time Suffolk 

horsemen who attended foaling mares were required to show the hippomanes to 

the farmer the next morning because (according to one such horseman), “The 

milt would show you were actually on the spot and not asleep when the colt were 

born. Because to get the milt you had to put your two fingers into the colt’s mouth 

and prise it out just as it were a-coming out of the bag. Do you leave it a moment 

later, the colt would swallow it”. 

Some found magic in that rubbery mass of cells. Certain nineteenth century 

horse tamers, members of the Brotherhood of the Horse, carried salt-cured 

hippomanes in pouches, carefully enveloped in red cloth and anointed with 

secret “taming oils”, to make them irresistible to horses. One such Suffolk 

horseman told Evans that horses were attracted to a properly cured milt, so that 

“a horseman would go into a meadow and there’d be no horses about; but as 



soon as he got himself into the wind, they’d come a-running up to him, a-neighing 

and rubbing their noses on him”. 

Elwyn Hartley Edwards wrote in The Encyclopedia of the Horse (1977) that 

“An interesting aspect of foaling is the milt, melt, or melch which is present in the 

foal’s mouth at birth, and which is quickly rejected”. He adds that its purpose is to 

prevent fluid entering the foal’s lungs during gestation. He goes on to say, “In 

many cases it is never found, but according to country lore, when it is, it should 

be dried and kept in the clothing of the person who found it, or placed on the roof 

of the stable. It is claimed to hold magic powers, destroying all evil forces that 

pursue the carrier or inmates of the stable”. 

Horse magic! 

If you’d like to try it, for whatever reason, preserving your foal’s hippomanes 

is easy. Within a few hours after his birth, submerge it in a leak-proof container of 

table salt to which a handful of cinnamon has been added. Don’t worry about 

smell; kept covered, it won’t. In a few days, throw out the fluid-saturated salt 

mixture and replace it with fresh. Periodically scoop out the hippomanes and 

crumble any chunks of salt that have formed. Over the next four or five months it 

will gradually shrivel until it looks and feels like a piece of salt-encrusted, hard, 

thin leather. When it does, carefully pick or toothbrush off the salt mixture. It’s 

done! Store it in a dry place. Don’t bend it, it will be brittle. Keep it away from 

dogs; dogs love hippomanes jerky. And please don’t munch it yourself; 

mysterious as they are, hippomanes aren’t aphrodisiac! 

Horse magic, horse frenzy--out of the mouths of babes. Mere superstition? 

Perhaps. But we still don’t know what the hippomanes is for. Maybe we never 

will. 

 

 



 

 

In the Blood 
 

Picture poking a hole in your horse’s neck to treat his ills. Imagine his blood 

coursing down his shoulder, down his foreleg, onto the ground. Lots of it, a gallon 

or two or more, perhaps until his knees buckle and he faints. And imagine 

repeating this gory process again and again, sometimes for days, until he gets 

better--or dies. 

Insanity? Few twentieth century folks would disagree, yet as a medical 

procedure for man and beast, bloodletting, also called bleeding and venesection, 

persisted for a long, long time. 

Hippocrates, writing and practicing medicine in the fourth century B.C.E., 

authored a comprehensive treatise on bloodletting. Building upon Hippocrates’ 

notes, the Greek physician Galan was first to stipulate exactly how much blood 

should be drained (for a human, from seven or eight ounces to as much as a 

pound and a half; in certain cases until the patient fainted). 

And throughout the ‘civilized’ western world, for century upon century, the 

grisly practice persisted. Why? Because folks believed it worked. 



For instance, the learned Dr. Henry Clutterbuck of the Royal College of 

Physicians wrote, in On the Proper Administration of Blood-Letting, for the 

Prevention and Cure of Disease (1840) 

“The importance of blood-letting, as a medicinal agent, in comparison with 

other means of cure...is the least equivocal of remedies; its good effects, when 

properly administered, are, in most cases, so immediate and striking as not to be 

mistaken...In short, blood-letting is a remedy which, when judiciously employed, 

is hardly possible to estimate too highly”. 

Physicians believed blood became too thick, then existed, according to Dr. 

Clutterbuck “in a state of great confusion”, causing all manner of illness and 

debility. People had themselves bled (often by barbers; the red stripe on a barber 

pole symbolizes blood) “for the purpose of avoiding bad health consequent on 

over-eating and over-drinking”. And they bled their livestock too. 

Horses were normally bloodlet from the jugular vein, through an incision 

punched by a sharp iron lancet called a fleam. In 1876, in The New System of 

Educating Horses, Including Instructions on Feeding, Stabling, Shoeing, Etc. with 

Practical Treatment for Diseases, famous horse tamer D. Magner explains how 

this was done: 

“For general bleeding the jugular vein is selected. The horse is blindfolded, or 

his head turned away; the hair is smoothed along the course of the vein with a 

moistened finger, then with the third and little fingers of the left hand, which holds 

the fleam, pressure is made on the vein sufficiently to bring it into view, but not to 

swell it too much. The point to be selected is about two inches below the union of 

the jugular vein at the angle of the jaw. The fleam is put in a direct line with the 

vein at the center, when it is to be hit sharply with a stick. See that the fleam is 

large, sharp, and clean, for if rusty or dull, inflammation of the vein might result. It 

is of great importance that the blood be drawn quickly. When sufficient blood has 

been taken, the edges of the wound should be brought closely together, and kept 

together by a small sharp pin being passed through them. Around this a little tow 

or a few hairs from the mane of the horse should be wrapped, so as to cover the 

whole of the incision, and the head of the horse should be tied up for several 



hours, to prevent his rubbing the part against the manger. When the bleeding is 

to be repeated, if more than three or four hours have elapsed, it will be more 

prudent to make a fresh incision, rather than to open the old wound.” 

For which diseases and afflictions were horses bled? And how much blood 

was tapped? Of that, says Magner: 

~ For tetanus: “Bleeding about four quarts daily for four or five days has 

cured several bad cases”. 

~ For laminitis: “As soon as the disease has developed itself, bleed from the 

neck, according to the size and condition of the animal--from six to twelve 

quarts”. 

~ For inflammation of the brain, or ‘staggers’: “The cause of staggers is an 

undue flow of blood to the brain, which rarely or never occurs in any animals 

except those in plethoric (fat) condition. There is but one cure for this disease, 

and that is, remove the cause. Bleed largely from the neck--ten, twelve, or 

fourteen quarts, or until symptoms of fainting”. 

~ For inflammation of the bowels (whatever that is): “In order to suppress the 

inflammation it is necessary to bleed immediately from the neck vein from six to 

ten quarters of blood, according to the size and strength of the animal. In 

extreme cases bleeding may be repeated to the extent of four to six more 

quarters in three to four hours. 

~ And for spasmodic colic: “Take from six to twelve quarts of blood from the 

neck vein, according to the size of the horse and the severity of the attack. 

Always in bleeding make the orifice large, and extract the blood as quickly as 

possible. As bleeding is the most powerful and reliable means of relaxing the 

system, it can always be relied upon in the cure of this form of colic. There will be 

no relapse after bleeding...Bleeding alone will give sure relief, but sticking a knife 

into the mouth is not the way to do this, there is liability to cut the palate artery 

and have trouble. Always bleed from the neck vein, which is one of the simplest 

and safest of operations”. 



And so it goes. But did Magner consider bloodletting a universal panacea? 

Not quite. Regarding flatulent colic, he warns, “Do not commit the error of 

bleeding for this form of colic, as it would be almost sure death”. 

During Magner’s time, horses (and humans) indeed sometimes expired after 

bleeding. The practice sapped already jaded systems, especially when patients 

were repeatedly tapped, sometimes day after day, week after week, until they 

improved—or died. 

And when horses or people died, was excess blood loss blamed? Almost 

never. Practitioners assumed not enough blood was tapped, or the timing was 

wrong. The horse was too young or too old or too far gone for bleeding to help. 

So for centuries the practice survived. 

Then during the mid-to-late 1800’s, as other more effective practices 

evolved, bleeding gradually fell from favor. By century’s end, few veterinarians 

and even fewer physicians endorsed bloodletting, except... 

Even today, selective bleeding is the treatment of choice for a rare blood 

disorder called polycythemia. Polycythemia is caused by an overproduction of 

red blood cells, which thicken and slow blood flow, thus delaying the delivery of 

oxygen (and energy) to muscle tissue. Polycythemia manifests spontaneously in 

some Standardbred bloodlines, mostly effecting stallions in hard training. It 

affects humans as well, and they, like polycythemic horses, are bloodlet to thin 

clogged blood. 

Two thousand years after Hippocrates, for a few unlucky horses and 

humans, bloodletting endures. 



 

Tanglemane 
 

When Scandinavian settlers immigrated to America, they brought with them 

Tanglemane, a wee night elf who perches on the backs and chests of sleeping 

humans and who rides them through their dreams, his hands knotted in their hair. 

And he rides horses too. In the morning, horse or human, Tanglemane’s 

handiwork remains: snarls, twists, and mats in his mount’s tousled locks. 

But Tanglemane is just one of a host of faery folk and supernatural beings 

associated with horses’ morning ‘dos. 

Consider the massarioli of northern Italy: plump, jolly faeries dressed all in 

red and that live in country stables. While a host family sleeps, their massariol 

cares for the horses and cattle. Every massariol adores food, so at night he feeds 

grain and dainties to his favorite horses until they’re so fat that they’re fit to pop. 

And massarioli love to plait hair. Should you find your horses’ manes and tails 

braided on a Saturday morning, it’s a sure sign that a massariol is caring for 

them. 

Tuscan linchetti also work by night. Linchetti pamper their favorite horses but 

starve the ones they dislike. Of the linchetto, faery scholar Nancy Arrowsmith 



says, “He braids the horses’ manes, but these braids should never be undone. In 

them lie all the good qualities of the horse”. 

It is said that the vasily of Russia are the greatest horse lovers on any plane 

of existence. Vasily are small, nocturnal, stable dwellers who sport horses’ ears 

and hooves; most are males. They shun human contact, but will viciously punish 

any human who abuses a horse. Vasily are especially kind to old and infirm 

equines. They comb and brush their favorites’ manes and tails till they grow long 

and shiny and lush. Some say if you hear sleigh bells where there is no sleigh, 

the vasily are looking after your horses. 

And in Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare says that beautiful Maeve 

(sometimes spelled Madb or Mab), the Faery Queen who loves horses and is 

sometimes considered an Irish horse goddess, “plats the manes of horses in the 

night”. 

But not all faeries are so kind. Italian salvanelli live in hollow oak trees, steal 

milk, and gallop a farmer’s horses all night long, so that when morning dawns 

their manes are hopelessly tangled with “faery stirrups” and they’re unfit for work 

that day. 

The Manx sleigh beggey live in underground burrows where they stable their 

own wee faery steeds--but they take wild moonlight rides on flesh-and-blood 

horses too, returning them to their paddocks and stables before dawn, lathered 

and blowing, handholds snarled into their manes. 

In Cornwall and Devon, piskies bother horses by night, riding pastured 

horses until they are terrified, plaiting their manes with the seed-vessels of 

burdock. 

Other dark beings are also suspect. Horse mythologist M. Oldfield Howey 

says, “(In Shakespeare’s time, that)...not only witches, but also malignant sprites 

who lived in woodlands or gardens, occasionally assumed the forms of women 

clad in white raiment, who in this guise would haunt stables when night fell. They 

carried with them tapers of lighted wax, and they used the drippings from these 

to tangle the horses’ manes into inextricable knots, to the great annoyance of 



both the steeds and of their grooms”. Witches’ handholds, those tangles are 

called. 

In The Magic of the Horse-Shoe; with Other Folk-Lore Notes (1898), Robert 

Means Lawrence M.D. says, "In William Henderson's Folk-Lore of the Northern 

Countries of England [1879] we read of a Durham farmer who was convinced 

that one of his horses had been ridden by hags, as he had found it bathed in 

sweat of a morning. But after he took the precaution to nail a horse-shoe over the 

stable-door, and also to hang some broom above the manger, the witches had 

not been able to indulge in clandestine rides on his horses...The Lancashire 

farmer thinks that mischievous fairies not only ride horses by night, but drive 

cows out of the barn, steal the butter, and eat up the children's porridge; so he, 

too, affixes horse-shoes to his buildings." 

Later in his book Dr. Lawrence adds, "In Germany there is a saying, 'The 

nightmare hath ridden thee.' This elvish mare rides horses also, and in the 

morning their manes are found all tangled and dripping with sweat." 

Strange? Indeed. But if faeries or ghoulies trouble your horse, there is 

recourse. A hag-stone or hogstone (one with a natural hole worn through it) 

suspended above your horse’s stall will prevent his being “hag-ridden”. And 

faeries, all of them, loathe iron (especially horse shoes), salt, ashes, and artificial 

light. 

So switch on the night lights, plop a salt lick in your horse’s feed box, and 

tack a horse shoe over your horse’s stall door. That--plus mane comb, brush, 

and elbow grease--will keep his mane looking fine. 

 

 



Black Horse, White Horse 
 

One white foot, keep him not a day, 

Two white feet, send him far away. 

Three white feet, sell him to a friend, 

Four white feet, keep him to the end. 

~ 

One white foot, buy him, 

Two white feet, try him, 

Three white feet, deny him. 

Four white feet and white on his nose, 

Whack him in the head and feed him to the crows. 

 

Since humankind domesticated the horse, folks have nurtured fixed notions 

regarding the colors and markings of their favorite (and not so favorite) steeds. 

Superstition? Mostly. Yet D. Phillip Sponenberg, whose works, Equine Color 

Genetics  and Horse Color,  are the best in their field, says, “A small amount of 

European research is beginning to point out that horses of certain colors do tend 

to react somewhat predictably to certain situations, and that reactions vary from 

color to color”. 

Fact or fiction? You decide. 

Folk wisdom says bays are sanguine; they are uncomplicated and 

unassuming, durable and average. Chestnuts are choleric, higher strung and 

more reactive than bays. Blacks, melancholic and drowsy, steady and ready to 

please. Palominos? Buckskins? Flashy but thin-skinned. Duns are tough, 

durable, dependable, and steady. Greys are phlegmatic; they are docile and 

easy to train. Roans are hardy and diligent workers. Creams, though, are sickly 

and weak; pink skin is less desirable than dark pigmented skin, amber or blue 

eyes less visually acute. 

And whatever their color, darker horses are livelier and healthier than those 

having pale, washed-out coats. 



Though unquestionably popular today, it was once commonly accepted that 

pinto markings denoted common ancestry, though pintos were always prized by 

Gypsies and some Native American tribes. In 1696 the Sieur de Solleysall, 

equerry to the king of France, wrote of pintos, “...the phlegme which is betoken 

by the White Hair, doth too much predomine, and make them weaker than 

otherwise they would be”. 

One of the Sieur’s contemporaries, seventeenth century Spanish horse 

authority Don Bernardo de Vargas Machuna, tells us: “Pintos are showy but 

subject to disease...The bay is a natural and perfect color for a horse...a few 

white hairs above the tail are a sure sign the horse will be swift and strong, and 

have a good mouth...The cream colored horse with black points is handsome but 

seldom fast...The dark chestnut is swift and strong but choleric and has a bad 

mouth...The black is handsome and fast, he has a bad mouth, is choleric and 

short sighted, jumpy and treacherous”. 

Yet, “Fortunate is the one who owns a coal black horse with no white upon 

him”, states an old Spanish saying dating from that same era. Everyone has an 

opinion, it seems! 

For two thousand years the Turkmen horsemen of Turkmenistan have 

cherished akail-colored Akhal-Tekes (greys and duns with white manes and 

tails), though their favorite color is mele: dun with a black mane and tail. Of pintos 

they say, “A man riding a piebald horse would not conquer a mountain”. Their 

least favorite color is chakhan (pale-eyed cream); Turkmen elders believe such 

horses harbor malevolent ghosts. 

While Argentine gauchos count the stripes on duns to come up with a dollar 

value, the Turkmen say one white foot is worth a denga (the local monetary unit), 

two white feet worth two dengas, and three white feet worth three dengas, but 

four white feet are worthless and mean no dengas at all. 

The Sieur de Solleysell didn’t favor lavish markings either. In The Complete 

Horseman: discovering the Surest Marks of the Beauty, Goodness, Faults, and 

Imperfections of Horses (1696) he says: “...Such Horses as have too much White 

upon their Face, are said to have moist Brains, and consequently to be subject to 



many infirmities...It is a received Maxim, that the higher the White ascends upon 

the legs, he is so much the worse, because he thereby resembles so much the 

more the Pye-balds, of which there are few to be found good, and people say of 

such horses that their stockings are pulled too high...A Star alone in the fore-

head is lookt upon to be a very good Mark”. 

In The Horse in Magic and Myth (1958), M. Oldfield Howey adds: “It is very 

lucky to be the owner of a horse with the forelegs having equal white stockings; 

but if one foreleg and one hindleg on the same side are white, it is unlucky. It is 

also unlucky if only one leg of the four is stockinged; but if opposite legs, as off 

fore and near hind are white, it is very lucky indeed”. 

 

 

 

Beware the Water Horse 
 

Beware the water horse, stay away. He lurks in the deep, murky waters of 

desolate forest pools, and in icy northern fjords, and on bright, sun swept 

beaches--and he wants to eat you. 

Beware the Scottish kelpie. Kelpies are shapeshifters: bold grey horses, or 

grotesque humans with hideous sabre teeth, or handsome young men with 

horse’s ears and seaweed draped in their hair. They haunt saltwater estuaries, 

inland rivers, and great, deep lakes like Loch Ness. Kelpies devour human flesh. 

They often show themselves as friendly wee horses. Once aboard a kelpie’s 

sticky back, a rider is doomed. Off thunders the kelpie into the deep, where the 

human quickly drowns. Only his liver is spared. 



And kelpies have cousins. Nickers den in Iceland’s frigid fjords, shoneys on 

Cornwall’s shores, Scottish each uisges haunt desolate seaside tide pools. All of 

them are shapeshifters and blood drinkers, fearsome and cunning and mean. 

The Orkney tangye is a chubby water pony with horse’s legs, enormous 

testicles, and seaweed dripping from his mane. Like the Shetland shopiltee (who 

resembles a shaggy grey Shetland pony), some say he’s a bonny little horse, 

playful and friendly. Others swear he dines on human blood. 

The Hebrides are home to the nucklelavee. A saltwater spirit, he’s half horse 

and half human and rank as rotted mackerel. A peerless shapeshifter, the 

nucklelavee assumes any form. His favorite: a massive black horse. Nucklelavee 

chases humans, but only to frighten, not eat them. 

Another saltwater horse is the Scottish boobrie. A dusky-feathered water bird 

with a huge bill and claws like twisted hands, he transforms himself into a 

hideous black horse and gallops atop the waves. Water bound, he can’t set hoof 

on shore. 

Sweden’s neck is a huge grey river horse who sucks the souls of his victims. 

Sometimes he assumes the guise of a handsome young man and lures young 

girls to his underwater cave. Whenever someone drowns, the neck shrieks, 

“Cross Over! Cross Over! Cross Over!” 

The Manx glashan dwells in rivers and lakes. When not in human form, he 

appears as a small grey foal. Not as bloodthirsty as his larger cousins, he is 

nevertheless a lecher and a rapist. 

Throughout Western Europe, noggles settle near the edges of inland 

streams. They resemble small grey horses, sometimes wearing tack. Noggles 

loathe humans and chase them into the water. However, if a landowner’s 

property abuts a noggle’s stream and he somehow befriends the noggle, it will 

guard his landholdings for him. 

The malevolent Irish pooka (called bwca in Wales) is the worst of the pack. In 

their true form, pookas have bodies like horses and the heads of human males. 

But pookas are prolific shapeshifters. As sleek grey or black horses, pookas lure 

humans into murky water where they drown and eat them. And to a pooka, the 



best flesh is children’s flesh. To charm children onto their sticky backs and 

thence into their pools, pookas appear as fat, friendly ponies or fuzzy grey 

donkeys. Pookas hibernate from Midsummer to Halloween. 

And never ride your mare near a water horse lair. Water horses are 

enchanted by flesh-and-blood horses. They interbreed freely with them. The 

mark of a half-blood water horse: he can’t cross water without splashing or lying 

down. 
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